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CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
DECEMBER, 2020
Next Meeting

- NO December Meeting

Update Highlights:
• We continue suspending meetings and organized work sessions because of the
virus situation. A few may work as they feel comfortable. Work sessions will be
posted when it is deemed safe.
•
• Inspection and repair projects are now in progress. 8101, our diesel, is in for
inspection of its fluid clutch which has a bearing failure. Work on No. 19 will begin
starting with fabrication of new springs and spring suspension components.

Blowing More Leaves
Kirk Olson completed the fall task
blowing leaves and pine needles
from the depot roof. He and Byron
Bobb removed leaves and needle
from the roundhouse roof also.
November weather allowed us to
clear the entire track and turntable
pit from leaves and needles.
Cleaning the track and ties will
prolong the life of the ties because
debris over the winter holds the
moisture which can cause earlier
decay.
Fall clean up is also a good time to
determine spring future track
improvements.

Picture - Dave Peterson
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Cleaning No.19’s Frame Marc Brown spray
cleaned the frame in preparation for frame
work.

Looking for Volunteers. Marc Brown and
Dave Peterson are always looking for new
volunteers!

Removing Fluid Clutch Bearing. Marc
Brown and Dave Peterson remove seal after
separating shell halves.

Inspect Fluid Clutch. Marc Brown and Dave
Peterson inspect clutch insert’s damaged
race and fins.

Pictures - Dan Perkins
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Clutch Components
Shell facing gear box
with Insert below
Insert
Shell Facing
Wisconsin engine.
Bearing fits in center

Fluid Clutch. The clutch was removed from the 8101, the diesel locomotive, to solve the
problem of leaking oil with a silver substance in it. The clutch comprises two shells, one shell
with fins, the other open where the insert with fins spin on the shaft. The components with the
fins were damaged after the bearings in the upper right shell failed and came in contact with
the rotating fins chipping them. The shaft appears to be ok. The plan is cleaning to bearing
race in the damaged shell for a new ball bearing assembly in the lathe. The edges of the fins
will filed to remove rough edges. New seals will be installed Then the clutch will be reassembled and checked for free rotation before fluid is added.
Pictures - Dave Peterson
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Parts Cleaner.
Marc Brown designed and retrofitted the
parts cleaner box with a filter system.
Cleaning parts and changing cleaning
solution will considerably easier.

At the left, Marc installed an oil filter
assembly.The filter will be changed
when necessary.

Parts Cleaner.
The solvent fluid is in the plastic pail below the
cleaning box. Solvent is pumped from the plastic pail
through the filter to the washer hose, then it drains
from the bottom of the box into the pail.
The on/off switch on the side controls the pump as
before.
The modification will no longer require the plastic
insert tank, so the original area is now available for
larger parts.

Pictures - Dave Peterson
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HISTORY SECTION South Return Loop - 1978 to 1984

No. 19 Operating at Strum Steam Engine Days - Late 1960’s to Early 1970’s
Bob Johnson picture from days when our No. 19 operated in Strum, Wisconsin, near the ball diamond
during Steam Engine Days. It also ran on a track layout near Hiway 10 and Main Street.
The four coaches were built by the local machine shop by Jewel Berge. We have converted them to a
caboose, a gondola, an excursion car, and for a time as flat car.
Photo A. Robert Johnson Collection

No.19 around 1974. Photo Dave Peterson collection No. 19 was built fro 19” gauge track. The
CVRR converted it to 16” in the 1980’s after purchase of No.16 and the diesel train which were
16” gauge.

